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SHIFT is enabled by an adversarial deep learning model1

where ! generates virtual IF images and " discriminates
between real and generated image pairs.
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speedy histological-to-immunofluorescent translation 
of whole slide images enabled by deep learning 
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SHIFT achieves WSI-scale IF inference within a single 
sample of pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma (PDAC).2
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:

• Spatially-resolved molecular profiling is an essential complement to 
histological evaluation of cancer tissues.

• Information obtained by immunofluorescence (IF) imaging is encoded 
by features in images of hematoxylin and eosin (H&E)-stained tissue.

• SHIFT learns salient features of H&E whole slide images (WSIs) to 
facilitate near-real-time virtual IF staining conditioned on H&E alone.

• Feature representations of histological images guide sample 
selection, improving SHIFT generalizability.
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Feature learning of a pathologist-selected set of hetero-
geneous PDAC samples augments training set selection.

Feature analysis reveals samples B and D as the most 
representative, with maximal similarity to all samples 
and minimal redundancy between samples.

SHIFT performs comparably to the state-of-the-art virtual 
staining method,3 though their ensemble performs best.

However, establishing clinical utility requires that SHIFT 
be extensible to heterogeneous multi-patient datasets.
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Feature-guided selection of samples B and D for training 
improves SHIFT generalizability across test samples.
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Note: H&E and IF images from samples B and D were subdivided into smaller images 
B = {B1,B2} and D = {D1,D2,D3,D4,D5} to remove regions of intense autofluorescence.

*p<0.05

*p<0.05

SHIFT generalizes well across patient samples.
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• SHIFT could serve as an efficient preliminary, auxiliary, or substitute 
technology for IF by delivering comparable virtual IF images for a 
fraction of the cost and in a fraction of the time typically required by IF. 

• Future work will focus on extension to inference of multiplexed stains.
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t-SNE embeddings of latent 
feature representations of 
sample H&E tiles, faceted by 
sample identity. Each
point in each plot represents a 
single H&E tile. Contour lines 
indicate point density. 
Composite of samples A and 
B shown as an example of a 
poorly representative set.


